CONSPECTUS: Many biomolecular interactions proceed via lowly populated, transient intermediates. Believed to facilitate formation of a productive complex, these short-lived species are inaccessible to conventional biophysical and structural techniques and, until recently, could only be studied by theoretical simulations. Recent development of experimental approaches sensitive to the presence of minor speciesin particular paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE) NMR spectroscopyhas enabled direct visualization and detailed characterization of such lowly populated states. Collectively referred to as an encounter complex, the binding intermediates are particularly important in transient protein interactions, such as those orchestrating signaling cascades or energy-generating electron transfer (ET) chains. Here I discuss encounter complexes of redox proteins mediating biological ET reactions, which are essential for many vital cellular activities including oxidative phosphorylation and photosynthesis. In particular, this Account focuses on the complex of cytochrome c (Cc) and cytochrome c peroxidase (CcP), which is a paradigm of biomolecular ET and an attractive system for studying protein binding and enzymatic catalysis. The Cc-CcP complex formation proceeds via an encounter state, consisting of multiple protein− protein orientations sampled in the search of the dominant, functionally active bound form and exhibiting a broad spatial distribution, in striking agreement with earlier theoretical simulations. At low ionic strength, CcP binds another Cc molecule to form a weak ternary complex, initially inferred from kinetics experiments and postulated to account for the measured ET activity. Despite strenuous efforts, the ternary complex could not be observed directly and remained eagerly sought for the past two decades. Very recently, we have solved its structure in solution and shown that it consists of two binding forms: the dominant, ET-inactive geometry and an ensemble of lowly populated species with short separations between Cc and CcP cofactors, which summarily account for the measured ET rate. Unlike most protein complexes, which require accurate alignment of the binding surfaces in a single, well-defined orientation to carry out their function, redox proteins can form multiple productive complexes. As fast ET will occur any time the redox centers of the binding partners are close enough to ensure efficient electron tunneling across the interface, many protein−protein orientations are expected to be ET active. The present analysis confirms that the low-occupancy states can support the functional ET activity and contribute to the stability of redox protein complexes. As illustrated here, boundaries between the dominant and the encounter forms become blurred for many dynamic ET systems, which are more aptly described by ensembles of functionally and structurally heterogeneous bound forms.
A s recognized for a long time, 1 many biomolecular interactions involve formation of lowly populated, shortlived intermediates. Collectively referred to as an "encounter complex" or "encounter state", 2 the binding intermediates are particularly important in transient protein interactions, such as those orchestrating signaling cascades or energy-generating electron transfer (ET) chains. In these systems, fast relay of a messagebe it a chemical group, an electron, or a structural changenecessitates short lifetimes of the constituent protein− protein complexes, implying fast dissociation rates (k off ) and high dissociation constants (K D ). (K D = k off /k on , where k off and k on are the dissociation and association rates, respectively.) Interestingly, in contrast to standard, high-affinity protein complexes, 3 transient complexes feature low geometric complementarity and loose packing of the interface, believed to promote fast dissociation. 4 Recent development of experimental approaches sensitive to the presence of minor speciesin particular paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE) NMR spectroscopyhas enabled direct visualization and detailed characterization of protein encounters. 5, 6 The PRE is caused by a dipolar interaction between a nucleus and unpaired electron(s) of the paramagnetic center, either present in the native protein or introduced into the molecular frame by bioconjugation techniques. Because of the large magnetic moment of the electron and the r −6 distance dependence, the transverse 1 H PRE (Γ 2 ) is a long-range effect, which can extend up to 35 Å and is exquisitely sensitive to the presence of minor species. 5, 6 Here I discuss transient encounters of redox proteins mediating biological ET reactions, which are essential for many cellular activities including oxidative phosphorylation and photosynthesistwo processes underlying the conversion of energy from food or sunlight into the chemical energy of ATP.
In particular, this Account focuses on the complex of cytochrome c (Cc) and cytochrome c peroxidase (CcP), which is a paradigm of biomolecular ET. Located in yeast mitochondria, CcP is a heme enzyme, which reduces hydroperoxides using the electrons provided by its physiological partner Cc. The catalytic mechanism of H 2 O 2 reduction involves formation of CcP compound I (CpdI), an intermediate oxidized two equivalents above the CcP(Fe 3+ ) resting state and containing the Fe(IV)O heme oxyferryl and the W191 +• cation radical. 7 Subsequent CpdI reduction in two one-electron steps involves complex formation with ferrous Cc, intermolecular ET, and the product dissociation. Extensively studied by different biochemical and biophysical techniques, including X-ray crystallography ( Figure 1A ), 8 the Cc-CcP complex is an attractive system for investigating protein−protein interactions, long-range ET, and enzymatic catalysis. 7, 9 ■ A JOURNEY TO THE Cc-CcP ENCOUNTERS The First Glimpse Early theoretical and experimental work (reviewed in ref 7) provided evidence for dynamics in the Cc-CcP complex and suggested the presence of alternative, minor binding forms. However, the first direct observation of transient Cc-CcP encounters dates back to the 2006 study, 10 initially intended to establish whether the crystallographic protein−protein orientation was maintained in solution. To obtain distance restraints for the Cc-CcP structure calculation, a nitroxide spin-label (SL) was introduced at five positions on the CcP surface (one at a time, Figure 1A ), and intermolecular PREs on the Cc nuclei were measured. Subsequent refinement of the protein complex against the experimental data consistently produced a single, well-defined solution, highly similar to the crystallographic binding geometry ( Figure 1B ). This finding confirmed that the X-ray structure of the Cc-CcP complex represents the dominant bound form in solution. Indeed, intermolecular PREs backcalculated from the X-ray structure account for most of the observed effects (compare blue and black traces in Figure 2 ). However, the experimental PRE profiles also featured additional contributions (highlighted in Figure 2 ). Clustered in several regions, these extra PREs could not be rationalized by the crystallographic orientation, where the Cc nuclei in question are too far from the CcP-SL to experience such strong effects. Despite multiple refinement rounds, a single Cc-CcP structure accounting for all observed PREs could not be found. At first, the disagreement between the experimental and the back-predicted Γ 2 valuesmanifested by several large violations in structure calculationswas seen as an undesirable artifact. This was followed by a realization that the additional effects must arise from alternative, lowly populated protein−protein orientations sampled during the Cc-CcP interaction. Indeed, if the electron− nucleus distance in the minor form is shorter than that in the dominant one, owing to the ⟨r −6 ⟩ distance dependence the former will give rise to a large PRE, making a measurable contribution to the overall, population-weighted Γ 2 value. This interpretation was reinforced by contemporaneous studies of Clore and co-workers, 11, 12 who convincingly showed that such extra PREs are indeed the footprint of transient intermediates in biomolecular binding.
Thus, this early work established that the Cc-CcP complex in solution consists of a dominant protein−protein orientation, the one also seen in the X-ray structure, and minor binding forms, directly detected by PRE NMR spectroscopy. At this point, detailed visualization of transient protein encounters was not attempted. Instead, a simple geometric analysis was performed to delineate the CcP-centered spatial regions around the SLs yielding additional paramagnetic effects (N38C, N200C, and T288C; Figure 1A ) and those showing no PREs at all (S263C and T137C; Figure 1A ), which must harbor or exclude the minor species, respectively. Large part of the conformational space remained a "grey zone" not covered by the SL reporters, indicating an insufficient experimental sampling.
Pursuing the Minor Species
In a follow up work, 14 the experimental coverage was increased to a total of 10 SLs, nearly uniformly distributed over the CcP surface, and semiquantitative analysis of protein encounters was performed. First, the interaction between oppositely charged Cc and CcP was simulated ab initio with a Monte Carlo (MC) protocol, combining Poisson−Boltzmann electrostatic calculations and an exclusion grid to avoid steric overlap between the molecules. In this way, an ensemble of protein−protein orientations, mimicking the encounter state, was generated. Second, the intermolecular PREs were back-calculated for each constituent Cc-CcP orientation, averaged over the entire ensemble, and combined with those of the dominant, crystallographic form to obtain the total, population-weighted value: Γ 2,tot = pΓ 2,enc + (1 − p)Γ 2,dom , where p is the fractional population of the encounter state. Finally, the best fit between the Γ 2,tot and the experimental PRE data (Γ 2,obs ) was found at p = 0.3, indicating that 70% of the lifetime of the Cc-CcP complex is spent in the dominant form and 30% in the encounter. 14 Being the result of theoretical simulations, rather than direct refinement against experimental data, the MC solutions nevertheless provide a good approximation of the encounter state and offer a robust estimate of its population (see below).
In the next study, 13 we performed direct, unbiased, refinement of Cc-CcP encounters using theoretical and computational framework developed by Clore and co-workers. 5, 12, 15 To define an ensemble of protein−protein orientations constituting the encounter state, several copies of Cc were docked simultaneously to the CcP molecule, and the agreement between Γ 2,tot and Γ 2,obs was quantified. To account for the flexibility of the attached paramagnetic probes, the effects were averaged over multiple SL conformations. 15 By varying the number of the docked Cc molecules and the overall encounter population in multiple refinement runs, we found the solution showing best agreement with the experimental PRE data (compare red and black traces in highlighted regions, Figure 2 ) and confirming the value of p = 0.3 obtained in our earlier work. 14 In parallel, we developed a statistically rigorous approach to assess the experimental coverage and delineate the conformational space sampled in the encounter state. 13 Using this methodology, we validated the distribution of protein−protein orientations obtained with the ensemble refinement protocol and showed that the present Γ 2,obs data set was insufficient for complete spatial coverage of the Cc-CcP interaction. It appears that even 10 SLs, nearly uniformly distributed over the CcP surface, are not enough for an adequate experimental sampling of transient protein encounters. 13 Thus, at this point, we could not exclude that additional Cc-CcP orientations, not reported upon by the current SL set, might complement the solutions of the ensemble refinement.
Mapping out the Encounter State
As illustrated in Figure 3A , the undersampling problem is particularly acute in the current labeling scheme, where paramagnetic probes are attached to the larger protein, CcP, and the effects are observed on the smaller one, Cc. In this case, each Cc:CcP-SL experiment probes binding effects in the vicinity of the SL (indicated by colored circles, Figure 3A ), while providing no information on the rest of the conformational space. Thus, the exhaustive sampling of the Cc binding over the entire CcP surface requires multiple SLs, which collectively cover the whole interaction space. Moreover, the SLs showing no effects are as important as those giving rise to PREs (blue and red circles in Figure 3A , respectively) as both contribute to the experimental coverage and define the Cc "no-go" zones and its residence areas, respectively. In this setup, an insufficient number of SLs leaves gaps in the encounter maps (white areas in Figure 3A ).
The incomplete experimental sampling can be remedied by stronger paramagnetic probes and the inverse labeling scheme, where the probes are attached to the smaller protein, and the intermolecular PREs are detected on the larger binding partner ( Figure 3B ). In this case, the interaction with Cc is reported by the entire set of CcP backbone amides, affording complete description of the CcP binding surface. This experimental scheme is particularly suitable to the study of Cc-CcP encounters as, according to previous work, 13 Cc largely maintains frontal orientation while exploring the CcP surface, thus requiring only a few probes to define its rotational degrees of freedom.
To open a door to the CcP-observed NMR experiments, we developed a high-yield Escherichia coli expression system for production of isotopically labeled CcP. 16 Protein perdeuteration greatly increased the quality of multidimensional NMR spectra, yielding nearly complete backbone resonance assignments of [ 2 H, 13 C, 15 N] CcP containing the low-spin (S = 1/2), 6-coordinate, CN-ligated heme. 16 Similar spectra of the highspin (S = 5/2), 5-coordinate, resting-state (RS) enzyme−used throughout our earlier studies−suffered from large PREs arising from the native paramagnetic center, leading to significant decrease in signal intensity for the nuclei neighboring the heme group. Therefore, the CcP-RS resonance assignments were obtained via an alternative strategy, relying on pseudocontact shift (PCS)-assisted assignment transfer from the CcP-CN form, 17 and later verified and expanded in a separate work. 18 Finally, a follow-up NMR study 19 validated the Cc-CcP binding in solution and showed that, being in the same redox, spin, and ligation states, the complex of ferrous Cc with CcP(CN) is a good mimic of the catalytically active Cc-CpdI species.
The CcP-observed PRE NMR experiments 20 were performed with Cc labeled with EDTA(Mn 2+ ) tag, which provides stronger paramagnetic effects and has a higher reduction potential than the nitroxide SL used in our previous work. This setup enables experiments with ferrous Cc (Cc red ), not feasible before due to the SL reduction, allowing study of the CcP(CN)-Cc red complex mimicking the active species. Similarly to the Cc-observed experiments, CcP-detected PRE profiles showed strong effects arising from the dominant, crystallographic protein orientation and additional PREs attributed to the encounter state. 20 Ensemble refinement of the minor species produced solutions that agreed well with the experimental data and, together with a complementary PCS analysis, provided its population. 20 The value of p = 0.4 agrees well with that obtained in the earlier MC-based study, 14 validating the use of the simulated Cc-CcP encounters for the p estimates. Interestingly, the encounter complex appeared to be insensitive to changes in redox-and spin-states of the partner proteins, suggesting that its properties are dictated by the protein polypeptides rather than heme cofactors. 20 The spatial distribution of the protein−protein orientations sampled in the encounter complex is strikingly similar to that obtained in classic Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations (Figure 4 ). 21 This agreement appears even more remarkable as no intermolecular electrostatic forceswhich guided the BD simulationswere used in the ensemble refinement protocol, relying solely on the experimental PREs and steric properties of the interacting molecules. However, contrary to the conclusions of the BD work, which imposed the ET reaction criteria to select the successful docking geometries, 21 the encounter complex described here is essentially ET inactive. 20 It appears that while Cc explores the same CcP surface region as that determined in the BD study, the relative orientations of the interacting molecules differ, which explains the disparity in the ET properties of the simulated and experimentally observed protein encounters. Our findings suggest that, rather than directly contributing to the ET activity, the encounter state ensures electrostatically favorable preorientation of the interacting molecules and enables the ensuing reduced dimensionality search of the dominant, functionally active bound form. Compared to the three-dimensional diffusion, such two-dimensional exploration of the binding surface greatly accelerates formation of the productive complex. 2
Shifting the Equilibrium between the Major and Minor Species
Further study of the Cc-CcP complex demonstrated that the occupancy of the encounter state can be modulated in a broad range by single point mutations of interfacial residues. 22 Using a combination of MC simulations and PRE NMR spectroscopy, it was shown that (1) the Cc T12A mutation decreased the population of the encounter to 10%, compared with 30% in the wild-type (wt) complex; (2) the conservative Cc R13K substitution equalized the two populations; and (3) more dramatically, the Cc R13A mutation reversed the relative occupancies of the stereospecific and the encounter forms, with the latter now being the dominant species with the population of 80%. This finding indicates that the encounter state can make a large contribution to the overall stability of a protein complex. Also, it appears that by adjusting the amount of the encounter through a judicious choice of point mutations, we can remodel the energy landscape of a protein complex and fine-tune its binding specificity.
In a complementary study of the CcP interaction with horse Cc (hCc), a homologue of yeast Cc (yCc) with 63% sequence identity, Ubbink and co-workers established that the weaker hCc-CcP complex is much more dynamic than the yCc-CcP system. 23 Interestingly, the conservative hCc K13R mutation which mimics the native R13 residues of yCcenhances the binding and yields the dominant form that is remarkably similar to that of the yCc-CcP. (As established by X-ray crystallography, 23 the rmsd for Cα atoms of the cytochromes in yCc-CcP and K13R hCc-CcP complexes is 0.8 Å.) Subsequent NMR analysis of CcP interactions with wt and K13R hCc revealed less pronounced encounter-derived PREs in the latter, confirming that the dynamic equilibrium in this system is indeed shifted toward the dominant form. Although the authors did not quantify the hCc-CcP encounter populations, qualitative comparison of different PRE profiles broadly supports the above conclusion. Thus, in agreement with the earlier work, 22 it appears that the encounter state can be modulated by a single point mutation, and the conservative K13R (hCc) and R13K (yCc) substitutions can interconvert between the "yeastlike" and "horselike" Cc-CcP complexes.
ET Active Protein Encounters
Based on a substantial body of experimental work, 7 two contrasting models were proposed to explain the Cc-CcP ET activity. According to the first one, the ET occurs only from the Cc bound at the high-affinity CcP site as seen in the X-ray structure of the complex. An alternative mechanism proposes the existence of multiple ET-active protein−protein orientations and postulates that the ET from the Cc bound to a lowaffinity site is faster than that in the crystallographic orientation. Ever since, the structure and ET properties of the low-affinity Cc-CcP complex have been a matter of active interest and ongoing debate. 7 Because of the big (ca. 10 000-fold) difference in the Cc affinities for the two binding sites, biophysical characterization of the ternary complex presented a difficult task, 7 requiring a highly sensitive technique with a large dynamic range to detect small, low-affinity binding effects in the presence of a dominant, high-affinity signal. To decouple the two binding events, we blocked the high-affinity CcP site by cross-linking it to Cc via a disulfide bond. With the partner proteins locked in the nearly native crystallographic orientation, this covalent cross-link (CL) allowed PRE NMR study of the low-affinity Cc-CcP interaction in the absence of any binding effects from the high-affinity site. 24 Intermolecular PREs from single-cysteine Cc variants labeled with an EDTA(Mn 2+ ) tag were observed on the backbone amides of the NMR active, [D, 15 N] CcP cross-linked to the NMR silent, natural-abundance Cc ( Figure 5A ). 24 Driven by the combined set of PREs from all three EDTA(Mn 2+ ) positions, structure calculations produced a well-defined, lowenergy Cc-CL solution (blue cartoon in Figure 5B ). However, as can be seen in Figure 5A , not all Γ 2 restraints are accounted for by the single Cc-CL structure, suggesting the presence of lowly populated binding forms giving rise to additional PREs. The ensemble refinement of the minor Cc-CL species consistently produced solutions with bound Cc molecules populating two spatial, electrostatically favorable, regions ( Figure 5B ). Extending these conclusions to the native, noncovalent Cc-CcP complex, and borrowing the terminology of Hoffman and co-workers, 25 we can say that CcP harbors two domains, those binding Cc with high and low affinity and yielding, respectively, the crystallographic Cc-CcP form and the weak complex described here. The low affinity domain contains two binding sites comprising the dominant protein−protein orientation and an ensemble of lowly populated binding geometries, which summarily account for the observed PREs. Such dynamic view of the ternary CcP−(Cc) 2 complex agrees with conclusions of earlier computational studies and very recent ET kinetics work. 21, 26 In a broad range of biological systems, the ET rate constants (k ET ) are described by an exponential dependence on the distances between the redox centers. 27 Thus, to assess the ET properties of the low-affinity Cc-CcP complex, we analyzed the separations between the heme group of Cc and two redox centers in CcP CpdI, the heme oxyferryl and W191 +• cationradical. Judging from the large distances of 21 Å (heme-W191) and 22 Å (heme−heme), the dominant low-affinity binding geometry is inactive in the intermolecular ET. In contrast, the conformational ensemble constituting the minor form contains multiple, ET-competent protein−protein orientations with short heme−heme separations of <16 Å ( Figure 5C ). Calculated as the population-weighted average over all Cc-CcP orientations, ⟨k ET ⟩ = 1,950 ± 450 s −1 agrees well with the experimentally measured value of 1540 ± 80 s −1 for direct heme−heme ET. 25, 28 As the high-affinity crystallographic orientation and the encounter state exhibit large separations between the prosthetic groups, 8, 20 it appears that the low-affinity domain alone accounts for the measured heme−heme ET activity. 25, 28 Taken at the face value, observation of the ET-competent binding geometries seems to contradict the findings of Erman and co-workers, who showed that covalent Cc-CcP complexes with the blocked high-affinity site are inactive toward externally added Cc. 29 However, the fact that no enzyme turnover is observed while the heme-to-heme ET is feasible confirms that the catalytic cycle involves ET to W191 +• and highlights the central role of this CpdI redox intermediate in the CcP function. 7, 9, 29 In agreement with this conclusion, the low-affinity complex displays large separations between Cc heme and CcP W191, 24 indicating that it does not support the functionally relevant ET activity. While being of great academic interest, the low affinity binding appears to be irrelevant for the physiological function. As it is abolished under the physiological, high ionic strength conditions (I = 100−150 mM), 24, 30 the cellular enzymatic activity of CcP is expected to rely solely on the intermolecular ET to CpdI W191 +• , taking place from the high-affinity, crystallographic Cc-CcP orientation. However, as the narrow confines of the mitochondrial intermembrane space and macromolecular crowding effects might stabilize the ternary complex, the definitive conclusion on the relevance of the low-affinity site for the physiological ET should await in vivo studies of the Cc-CcP interaction.
■ DYNAMIC DOCKING PARADIGM OF REDOX

PROTEIN INTERACTIONS
Supported by theoretical and experimental work on biomolecular encounters across different systems, [10] [11] [12] 20, 31, 32 the prevailing view of protein complex formation is illustrated in Figure 6A . Referred to as "simple docking" (SD), this model posits that preorientation of the interacting partners and conformational sampling of multiple binding geometries in the encounter state lead to the formation of a dominant, functionally active form. Unlike many protein complexes, which require accurate alignment of the binding surfaces in a single, well-defined orientation to carry out their function, 3 redox proteins can form multiple productive complexes. 33 In fact, fast ET will occur any time the redox centers of the binding partners are close enough (typically <18 Å) 27, 34 to ensure efficient electron tunneling across the interface. Thus, with the distance between the electron donor and acceptor as the sole most important reaction criterion, 27 many protein−protein orientations are expected to be ET active. 33 This view of redox protein interactions engendered the "dynamic docking" (DD) model ( Figure 6B) , first proposed by Hoffman and co-workers for the complex of myoglobin (Mb) and cytochrome b 5 (Cb 5 ). 35 Using a combination of ET kinetics measurements, BD simulations, and NMR spectroscopy, it was shown thatrather than adopting a single, well-defined bound formthis complex consists of multiple, quasi-isoenergetic Mb-Cb 5 orientations, all of which contribute to the overall binding and some of which are ET active. 35, 36 Following this experimental demonstration, a number of other redox protein systems, whose binding and ET properties can be rationalized by the DD model, have been described. These include complexes of cytochrome f with its physiological partners plastocyanin 37 and cytochrome c 6 38 and the complex of Cc with adrenodoxin. 39 Described as "pure encounters", the latter two systems were shown to comprise ensembles of lowly populated bound states and bypass formation of a dominant, stereospecific form, 38, 39 suggesting that their ET activity arises solely from a set of transiently bound states. Finally, it was demonstrated that a metabolic network of methylamine oxidation and subsequent electron transport to the terminal oxidase in the soil bacterium Paracoccus denitrif icans is mediated by redox proteins that form no specific, well-defined complexes. 40 Consisting of methylamine dehydrogenase, amicyanin, and four c-type cytochromes, 40 most of this interaction network appears to be governed by DD-type complexes exhibiting functional ET activity.
Extending these concepts to the Cc-CcP system, the protein binding can be described by a combination of SD and DD modes ( Figure 6C ). The high-affinity SD complex consists of the ET-inactive encounter state and the dominant, crystallographic form, enabling functional ET from the Cc heme to the W191 +• of CcP CpdI. 20 At the same time, the low-affinity binding comprises the inactive dominant form and an ensemble of minor DD geometries exhibiting the heme−heme ET. 24 While both SD and DD complexes are present at low salt concentrations, the latter is abolished under the physiological, high ionic strength conditions, implying that the functionally relevant ET activity takes place solely in the SD form.
Interestingly, echoing the work on shifting the equilibrium between the dominant and encounter Cc-CcP forms discussed above, 22, 23 Hoffman and co-workers converted a DD complex into the SD one. 41 The authors redesigned the binding interface in the Mb-Cb 5 system to electrostatically stabilize the ET-active protein orientations on its DD energy landscape. This was achieved by three charge-reversal mutations of the Mb surface residues and reconstitution of the protein with a modified heme group, which summarily yielded a +8 change in the Mb charge. BD simulations of the redesigned Mb-Cb 5 complex revealed striking narrowing of the conformational space, consistent with the SD binding mode. Furthermore, the system displayed ultrafast ET kinetics, with intermolecular ET rate constants among the fastest ever measured for a redox protein complex. 41 
■ CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
As demonstrated here, PRE NMR spectroscopy offers detailed description of transient encounters of redox proteins, illuminating their structure and function. Studies of the high-affinity, SD-type, Cc-CcP complex revealed a distinct spatial distribution of protein encounters, suggesting the preferred pathway for the Cc-CcP association (Figure 4 ). In agreement with the classic BD work, 21 the proteins explore electrostatically favorable regions of the conformational space on the way to the final bound form. As shown by theoretical and experimental analyses of other biomolecular complexes, 12, 31, 32, 42, 43 the interacting proteins appear to tumble down the electrostatically guided binding funnel, navigating a rugged energy landscape between the fruitful and futile encounters. 32, 43 From methodological perspective, observation of intermolecular PREs from the smaller, paramagnetically labeled protein on the larger binding partner offers good experimental coverage of the conformational space. 12, 20 Together with stronger paramagnetic probes, such as EDTA(Mn 2+ ), this inverse labeling scheme is expected to remedy the insufficient experimental sampling seen in other redox protein complexes. 37 Extensively used to analyze ET protein binding, 21, 35, 41 BD simulations provide a detailed picture of the macromolecular association and, as confirmed by PRE NMR spectroscopy, 20 offer an accurate description of the Cc-CcP encounter state. At the same time, a computationally less demanding MC protocol yields robust estimates of the Cc-CcP encounter populations from the PRE data, 13, 14, 22 but breaks down for systems with weaker intermolecular electrostatics. As demonstrated for the ET complex of cytochrome f and plastocyanin, 37 stabilized by a combination of charge−charge and hydrophobic interactions, electrostatics-based MC simulations show poor agreement with the experimental data. This problem can be alleviated by inclusion of additional energy terms (e.g., van der Waals and desolvation potentials) and a more extensive conformation sampling, which were shown to provide good description of many protein encounters. 31 With the encounter populations varying from 10−40% in Cc-CcP complexes 13, 14, 20, 22, 23 to nearly 100% in "pure encounter" systems, 38, 39 it appears that low-occupancy states can support functional ET activity and contribute to stability of redox protein complexes. As illustrated here, boundaries between the dominant and the encounter forms become blurred for many dynamic ET systems, which are more aptly described by ensembles of functionally and structurally heterogeneous bound forms of the DD model. In (C), HA and LA denote the high-and low-affinity complexes, respectively, with 1 and 2 indicating the dominant form and the ensemble of minor orientations in the latter. This figure is inspired by papers of Hoffman and co-workers. 35, 41 No longer seen as mere exotic curiosities, transient intermediates do govern macromolecular recognition and binding. Apart from purely academic interest, an emerging understanding of their structural and functional properties is expected to inform ongoing bioengineering and drug discovery efforts. Exemplified by the interface redesign work of Hoffman and colleagues, 41 
